Abstract-Programs expecting structured inputs often consist of both a syntactic analysis stage, in which raw input is parsed into an internal data structure, and a semantic analysis stage, which conducts checks on this data structure and executes the core logic of the program. Existing random testing tools tend to produce inputs that are rejected early in this pipeline. We propose Zest, a random testing methodology for effectively exploring the semantic analysis stages of such programs. Zest combines two key innovations to achieve this. First, we introduce validity fuzzing, which biases coverage-guided fuzzing (CGF) towards generating semantically valid inputs. Second, we introduce parametric generators, which convert input from a simple parameter domain, such as an un-typed sequence of bits, into a more structured domain, such as syntactically valid XML. These generators enable bit-level mutations of the parameters to map to structural mutations in syntactically valid test inputs. In our experiments with Zest on six popular JVM-based projects, we find 18 new bugs, of which 7 are not found by baseline CGF and generator-based techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Programs expecting complex structured inputs often have an input processing pipeline consisting of two broad stages: a syntax parser and a semantic analyzer. For example, a build system such as Apache Maven first parses its input as an XML document and then checks its conformance to a schema before invoking the actual build functionality. Inputs may be rejected by either stage if they are syntactically or semantically invalid. Existing automatic test input generation techniques struggle to find bugs deep in the semantic analysis stages of programs.
We present Zest, a technique for generating test inputs that exercise the semantic analysis stages of programs, using a random testing methodology. Zest combines ideas from two different random testing methodologies: (1) property-testing tools such as QuickCheck [1] , which allow developers to write probabilistic generators that produce syntactically valid inputs by construction, and (2) coverage-guided fuzzing tools such as AFL [2] , which incorporate program execution feedback to bias input generation towards increasing code coverage.
In Zest, we first introduce validity fuzzing, an algorithm for biasing coverage-guided fuzzing towards generating semantically valid inputs. Second, we introduce parametric generators, which adapt existing QuickCheck-like probabilistic generators to be amenable to mutational fuzzing. We can then use validity fuzzing to bias the parametric generator towards producing semantically valid inputs.
Detailed technical descriptions and results are available in the full version of this paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.00078.
II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE A. Validity Fuzzing
Coverage-guided fuzzing (CGF) works by instrumenting a test program to provide dynamic feedback in the form of code coverage, such as the set of program branches taken when the program is executed with a given input. CGF continuously evolves a set of saved test inputs, starting with a user provided set of initial seed inputs. CGF generates new test inputs by randomly mutating a chosen saved input. Mutations include operations such as flipping randomly chosen bits or inserting/deleting random chunks of bytes. The test program is then executed with the mutated input and its code coverage is collected. The mutated input is saved if and only if it results in the coverage of a program branch that was not covered by any previously saved input. If any generated input leads to the program crashing (e.g. due to an uncaught exception), then the input is recorded as a potentially new bug to triage. The effectiveness of this technique stems from its ability to generate many millions of inputs in just a few hours.
The main drawback of this technique is that most of the code coverage achieved and bugs found often lie in the syntax analysis stages of programs only. This is because random mutations are far more likely to generate inputs that lead to various types of syntax errors rather than generate inputs that exercise functionality inside the semantic analysis stage.
To overcome this limitation, we introduce validity fuzzing in a variant of CGF that we call Zest V . We do this by collecting additional dynamic feedback from the test program: whether or not a given input is semantically valid. This is typically done by using a well-documented program-specific mechanism (such as catching appropriate exceptions in Java). Validity fuzzing extends the CGF algorithm by additionally maintaining the cumulative code coverage achieved by the subset of saved inputs that are also semantically valid. A mutated input is saved if either: (1) it covers code that is not covered by any previously saved input, or (2) it is valid and it covers code that is not covered by any previously saved valid input. Thus, Zest V biases input generation towards inputs that are semantically valid and cover new program behavior.
B. Parametric Generators
Generator-based fuzzing tools allow users to write a probabilistic program that generates test inputs conforming to a specific format expected by the program under test. Figure 1 shows an excerpt from a generator for XML documents written in a Java port of QuickCheck [3] . This generator is designed to return a randomly generated but syntactically valid XML element. The method genElement uses repeated calls to random to generate the element's tag name (Line 2), any embedded text (Lines 8, 9, and in genString), and the number of children (Line 4); it recursively calls genElement to generate each child node. The root element can be serialized to produce a valid XML input string.
Writing such generators is simple, and allows the generation of inputs that are syntactically valid by construction. However, due to the lack of a feedback loop, existing generator-based tools do not bias their input generation towards an objective such as increasing code coverage or semantic validity.
In Zest, we overcome this limitation by introducing parametric generators. First, we observe that the values returned by calls to the Random API depend on an underlying stream of pseudo-random bits, which we call the parameters. If we fix these parameters, the generator becomes deterministic. Second, every parameter sequence results in the generation of a syntactically valid input, since it must correspond to some execution path through the generator. Finally, a key observation is that bit-level mutations on these parameters result in high-level structural changes to the syntactically valid test inputs produced by the generator. For example, the random mutation of some parameter bits may lead to an decrease in the number of child nodes for some XML element, or the addition of a new text segment. We can now perform coverageguided validity fuzzing by simply considering the parameters as the inputs to save and mutate. We call the combination of parametric generators and validity fuzzing as Zest VG .
III. EVALUATION
We evaluate the two variants Zest V and Zest VG by comparing them with baseline techniques AFL (which only performs CGF on the raw inputs) and QuickCheck (which uses generators but does not use coverage feedback). We run each of the four techniques on six real-world Java benchmarks: Apache Maven (processing pom.xml), Apache Ant (processing build.xml), the Google Closure Compiler (optimizing JavaScript), Mozilla Rhino (compiling JavaScript to Java), Apache BCEL (verifying bytecode in .class files), and ScalaChess (validating a chess position in Forsyth-Edward Notation (FEN)). For QuickCheck and Zest VG , we use simple hand-written syntax generators for XML, JavaScript, .class, and FEN, which span 150-500 lines of Java code each. For each benchmark, we use representative valid inputs as initial seeds for fuzzing. Each fuzzing experiment is run for three hours and repeated three times to account for variability.
Overall, we find 18 unique new bugs using all the techniques (8 in BCEL, 6 in Rhino, 2 in Closure, and 1 each in Ant and Maven). Of these, the variants Zest V and Zest VG complement each other by finding 10 and 9 bugs respectively (18 unique). 7 of the 18 bugs were not found by either AFL or QuickCheck. Figure 2 plots the mean number of bugs found by each technique, along with a classification of whether the bugs were found in the syntax analysis or semantic analysis stage of the test programs. Zest VG finds on average 6× more semantic bugs than AFL and 1.7× more semantic bugs than QuickCheck. Further, Zest V finds 1.4× more syntactic bugs than AFL, possibly due to the validity bias which allows discovering more complex behaviors of test programs. We also find that Zest VG achieves the highest code coverage in the semantic analysis stage for all benchmarks except Chess, which has the simplest input format and logic.
It is clear from these results that Zest V and Zest VG complement each other are together more effective than baseline techniques in finding bugs in programs that expect complex structured input, such as XML or JavaScript.
